
More Uptime. Less Labor. Reduced Production Costs.
With Cyclonic Choke Valves, From ECI

Features Include: 

• Machined and resistant to erosion

• Low profile, compact design

• In-line & angle body configurations

• Simple, low-torque automation

• Available in multiple line sizes: 1”-6”

Keep Your Wells Flowing Without Issue

Looking for an innovative low maintenance choke valve solution for your application? 
Cyclonic offers both in-line and angle body patterned valves, that are quick to actuate (2-3 
seconds from open to close) and can be designed to fit existing equipment, requiring NO 
piping changes or equipment design changes. Because the valve is manufactured from a 
solid piece of steel, it is exceptionally resistant to wear and tear in corrosive conditions.
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Side-Entry Angle Pattern Control & Choke Valves

Side Entry Access Bonnet 
Allows easy changeout of the 

discs to accommodate changing 
flow conditions, and for complete 
inspection and maintenance - all 
without taking the valve out of 
line, or removing the actuator.

Actuation Friendly 
Pre-drilled for simple in-line 
actuation changes, whether 

manual or automated.

“Live Load” Stem Packing 
Maintains continuous 

sealability during thermal-
cycling.

100% Testing 
Each valve is tested to 
ANSI B16.34 / API 598 

standards.

Tungsten Carbide 
Control discs and extended 

downstream erosion protection.

• Max operating temperature: 650 °F

• Max operating pressure: up to 15,000 psi

• Side-entry port for simple maintenance

• Tungsten-carbide discharge sleeve

• Class VI shutoff requirements



Founded in 1956, ECI specializes in providing best-in-class process control systems, automation products, pumps, and related solutions for 
manufacturing and industrial customers in the oil and gas, chemical, power, food and beverage, mining and metals, life sciences, pulp and 
paper, refining, petrochemical, OEM, and nuclear industries. In addition, ECI’s experts and certified technicians provide reliability solutions, 
plant lifecycle services, process solutions, automation, and valve repair services for a wide variety of products. The company is proud to be 
your local Emerson Impact Partner serving Western Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Western Maryland, and Ohio.

ECI.us

724-746-3700

2 Park Drive, Lawrence, PA 15055

Contact Us To Learn More 
About Cyclonic Choke Valves

Save 80% of Your Field Operating Costs!

Gas Producer realizes $988,000 in annual savings 
with Cyclonic Side-Entry Flanged Choke Valve.

Labor (burden) rate = $60/hr, Crane cost - $75/hr 
Chokes per pad = 8, Total field pads = 50

Here’s What Our Customers Have to Say:

“Our company has used Cyclonic Valves in several 
applications with a lot of success. We have used them 
at the wellhead, at our Gas Production Units (GPU) to 
make our final pressure cut, and on our wells that are 
outfitted with plungers at the end of their life. Being able 
to standardize on a common valve while allowing for use 
in a number of applications has been great for our team. 
The fact that the Cyclonic Valve can actuate from open to 
close so quickly allows for a wider range of applications 
on pad for us.”

“Our main driver for switching over to the Cyclonic Valve 
was that it was simple and intuitive for field personnel. 
Changing trim can be completed in minutes without the 
use of a crane or removing an actuator to access the trim. 
It was a no brainer for us to make the change to Cyclonic. 
Our inventory requirements to maintain the valve are 
limited to a door seal O-Ring and replacement discs.”

“A feature that we really like about the Cyclonic Choke 
Valve is that it has a port to sense pressure behind the 
wear assembly sleeve. If we see a pressure excursion, 
we know that the wear assembly needs to be changed. 
Having this included in the valve design, allows our team 
to quickly identify a wear issue so that we can plan and 
perform maintenance on the valve while preventing 
irreparable damage to the valve body. We know this has 
prevented downtime of our wells while also avoiding 
replacing valve assemblies in the field. All of this keeps 
our wells flowing without issue.”


